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The enterprise value in assessing 
the cash flow discounting 

method

Estimates of the rights of the owners of the company, is the primary in-
dicator of the company’s profit potential over time. The income approach 
is the basic principle is the principle of waiting. Method of discounting 
future revenues, as the present value of the future income from the acqui-
sition of objects, successfully used for the assessment of real estate. The 
benefits of real estate transactions in the future, future revenues and revers 
yan time in the form of income during the period of ownership, ie the profit 
from the sale of the property at the end of the period of ownership.

The enterprise value - the amount of income for several years and cal-
culated as the difference between the amount of the borrowed funds are 
involved. Generates future income, expenses and cash flows. Future costs 
and the results of the evaluation of the company is to be determined within 
the reporting period and the amortization horizons. Computer horizons 
measured by the number of steps of the calculation. Discounted cash flow 
method, the assets of the enterprise value of their cash income is measured 
by the ability to import. 

Key words: The income method, real estate prices, the estimated val-
ue, сapitalization rate.

Aсқaровa Ж.A.

Кә сі по рын құ нын бaғaлaудaғы 
aқшa aғы мын дис конттaу әді сі

Кә сі по рын мен шік құ қықтaрын бaғaлaғaн кез де, кә сі по рын ның 
уaқыт өте тaбыс әке лу мүм кін ші лі гі не гіз гі көр сет кіш бо лып тaбылaды. 
Тaбыс тық тә сіл дің не гіз гі қaғидaсы бо лып кү ту қaғидaсы жaтaды. 
Болaшaқ тaбыстaрды дис конттaу әді сі – бұл әдіс объек ті ні ием-
ден ген нен болaшaқтa aлынaтын тaбыстaрдың aғымдaғы құ ны ре-
тін де, тaбыс ты жыл жымaйт ын мү лік ті бaғaлaу үшін қолдaнылaды. 
Жыл жымaйт ын мү лік пен жүр гі зіл ген оперaциялaрдың болaшaқ-
тaғы aртық шы лықтaры бо лып, ием де ну мер зі мі ке зін де гі болaшaқ 
тaбыстaр тү рін де гі уaқы ты лы тү сім дер мен ре вер сияны, яғ ни ием де-
ну мер зі мі біт кен кез де гі объек ті ден сaтудaн түс кен пaйдaны көр се те ді.

Кә сі по рын құ нын – бір не ше жыл ішін де гі тaбыстaр сомaсы 
мен тaртылғaн қaрыз қaрaжaттaры ның сомaлaры ның aрaсындaғы 
aйыры мы ре тін де есеп теу. Болaшaқ тaбыстaр мен шы ғындaр aқшa 
қaрaжaттaры ның aғы мын қaлыптaстырaды. Болaшaқ шы ғындaр мен 
кә сі по рын қыз ме ті нің қо ры тын ды сын бaғaлaу есеп тік мер зім ше гін-
де aнықтaлaды жә не оны есеп теу го ри зон ты деп aтaйды. Есеп теу го-
ри зон ты есеп теу қaдaмы ның сaны мен aнықтaлaды. Дис конттaлғaн 
қолмa-қол aқшa aғы мы әді сін де кә сі по рын aктив те рі нің құ ны 
олaрдың тaбыс әке лу мүм кін ді гі мен өл ше не ді.

Тү йін  сөз дер: тaбыс тық әдіс, жыл жымaйт ын мү лік, бaғaсы, бa-
ғaлaу құ ны, кaпитaлизaция стaвкaсы.

Aскaровa Ж.A.

Ме тод дис кон ти ровa ния  
де неж ных по то ков при оцен ке 

стои мос ти предп рия тия

Спо соб ность предп риятия при но сить пе ри оди чес кий до ход 
считaет ся ос нов ным покaзaте лем при оцен ке стои мос ти пол ных 
прaв собст вен нос ти нa предп рия тия. Ос нов ным прин ци пом до ход-
но го под ходa яв ляет ся прин цип ожидa ния. Бу ду щие преиму ще ствa 
от оперaций с нед ви жи мос тью предстaвляют со бой пе ри оди чес кие 
пос туп ле ния в ви де бу ду ще го до ходa нa про те же нии пе ри одa влaде-
ния и ре вер сию, то есть вы руч ку от продaжи объектa по ис те че нии 
пе ри одa влaде ния.

Бу ду щие до хо ды и рaсхо ды обрaзуют по то ки де неж ных средс тв 
по кaждо му шaгу рaсчетa. Оценкa предс тоя щих зaтрaт и ре зуль-
тaтов дея тель ности предп риятия оп ре де ляет ся в пре делaх рaсчет-
но го пе ри одa, про дол жи тель ность ко то ро го нaзывaет ся го ри зон том 
рaсчетa. Го ри зонт рaсчетa из ме ряет ся ко ли че ст вом шaгов рaсчетa. 
В ме то де дис кон ти ровaнно го нaлич но го по токa стои мос ть aкти вов 
предп риятия из ме ряет ся их спо соб ностью создaвaть до ход.

Клю че вые словa: до ход ный ме тод, нед ви жи мое иму ще ст во, це-
ны, оце ночнaя стои мос ть, стaвкa кaпитaлизa ции.
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introduction

The history of mankind shows that people always aimed to 
live in the best natural environment ‒ in the fertile lands, have 
convenient harbors in auspicious climate, the presence of water 
and fuel resources, in areas where the bearing capacity of soil, the 
depth and other natural characteristics auspicious for construction. 
Staying in such places, people built houses, public buildings, 
religious buildings, industrial and farm buildings, public facilities, 
combined their roads auspicious territory settlements, adapted them 
for life. Economic development, business activity, the relevant laws 
determined the style and standard of living and behavior.

Experimental рart. All evaluation method involves a prelimi-
nary analysis of certain information base and the corresponding 
calculation algorithm. All methods of assessment can determine the 
value of the business at a specific date and all the methods are mar-
ket because take into account the current market conditions, market 
expectations of investors, market risks associated with the business 
are measured, and the expected «response» of the market with the 
purchase and sale transactions valued.There are two methods of 
evaluation to determine the income method is used in the world: the 
direct capitalization method and the discounted cash flow method. 
This is the most universal method for assessing the value of different 
types of property of the company.

results and discussion. Estimates of the rights of the owners 
of the company, is the primary indicator of the company’s profit 
potential over time. Its capitalization is determined by the formula:

V = I / K

V ‒ the current value
I ‒ income
K ‒ the leverage ratio

The income approach is the basic principle is the principle of 
waiting. Method of discounting future revenues, as the present value 
of the future income from the acquisition of objects, successfully 
used for the assessment of real estate. The benefits of real estate 
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transactions in the future, future revenues and 
reversïyanı time in the form of income during the 
period of ownership, ie the profit from the sale of 
the property at the end of the period of ownership.

Discount methods in the following sequence: 
1. The determination of the length of the period 

of the Income;
2. Each year cash flow forecast for the period of 

ownership. 
Cash flow is the main functional activities, the 

company’s annual results. Discounted cash flow of 
the first details of the process are:

– The amount of income and nature of change;
‒ A sequence of income (monthly, quarterly, 

semi-annual, annual); 
‒ The length of time that is expected of the 

successful.
3. The discounted cash flow, based on the use 

of the theory of the time value of money, the future 
cash flows for the period, and to determine the 
present value of all the current is determined on the 
basis of a set of values. 

4. The appraiser issues facing a cash flow 
discount:

‒ Net operating income; 
‒ Pre-tax investment income;
‒ Investment income, after tax; 
‒ Income on bank loans; 
‒ The success of the lease agreement the lessor.
5. The discount rate is defined as the average 

profit margin. Directly proportional to the rate of 
risk. If you have a high level of risk, the higher 
the discount rate will be higher, according to 

which the present value of the future income will 
be lower.

6. At the end of the term of the present method 
of acquisition of calculating earnings from the sale 
of real estate property and assume it without the 
discount rate by the current value.

7. Income from the sale of flow and the present 
value of (reversion) revenues.

8. The enterprise value ‒ the amount of income for 
several years and calculated as the difference between 
the amount of the borrowed funds are involved. 
Generates future income, expenses and cash flows.

Future costs and the results of the evaluation of 
the company is to be determined within the reporting 
period and the amortization horizons. 

Computer horizons measured by the number 
of steps of the calculation. Discounted cash flow 
method, the assets of the enterprise value of their 
cash income is measured by the ability to import. 

The net cash flow is a key indicator of this 
methodology. Cash flow direction has characterized 
monetary income and cash outflow. 

Net cash flow time is defined as the difference 
between the input and output of cash. Enterprise 
work carried out during the three types of services: 
operating, investing and financing. 

To assess the value of the company by 
discounting future revenues, cash is necessary to 
evaluate the input and output. 

Operating and investment activity is referred to 
as the difference between their actual cash flows.

Real money balances of the three types of enterprise 
all the difference between profit and cash flow. 

Money income                                                      Cash ouflow
Operating activities

Cash charges for the sale of raw materials

loans receivable
on revenue

Salary
Rent payment , Taxes

Investment services

Income of investment in securities Purchase of fixed capital

Proceeds from the branches Budget costs

Proceeds from selling assets Investment funding
Financial services

Payment for sale securities Dividends and proceeds 

Borrowing Repayment of obligations under the bond and credit

Figure 1 – Monetary income and expenses of the company are shown.
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Business income, mainly due to:
Sell   their goods for cash, receive payments for 

goods and lent debtors;
‒ Within the country or abroad, or income from 

investments in securities transactions in branches; 
‒ Different types of securities, and sell; 
‒ Do not need one or more off the assets; 
‒ Refuse loans, etc.
Business cash outflow due to the following:
‒ Attract and raw materials for its activities; 
‒ Pay its employees, its capital has the ability to 

work with and implement new investments; 
‒ Dividends and interest paid on loans obtained; 
‒ The amount of the loan principal on bonds and 

loans, etc. 
The final result after tax net income of the 

company. However, this depreciation can be 
added to the funds. This increases the value of the 
enterprise funds. 

Actual cash flows include certain types of 
income and expenses.

1. Operating services:
1. Sales volume; 
2. Price; 
3. Profit (1 * 2); 
4. The income from the sale; 
5. The variable costs;
6. Fixed costs; 
7. depreciation of the building; 
8. Depreciation of equipment; 
9. Interest on loans; 
10. Profit before tax receipt of (3 + 4-5-6-7-8);
11. Tax payments and savings;
12. The projected net income;
13. Depreciation and amortization (7 + 8); 
14. The net operating income (12 + 13); 
2. Investment services:
1. Earth; 
2. Buildings and structures; 
3. Machinery and equipment; 
4. Intangible assets; 
5. Total: fixed capital formation (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 

= 5); 
6. The increase in working capital; 
7. All investments(6 + 5). 
3. Financial services:
1. Equity capital (shares, subsidies); 
2. Short-term loans;
3. Long-term loans; 
4. Loan repayment of loans; 
5. The payment of dividends; 
6. The balance of the financial activities of (1 + 

2 + 3-4) for a project; 
 (1 + 2 + 3-4-5) ‒ recipient.

To determine the actual cash flows from the 
investment activity, it is necessary to determine the 
net cost of the destruction of the object:

Market value; 
2. Costs; 
3. Accumulated depreciation;
4. The amount of time in the step (2-3); 
5. Remove costs; 
6. The increase in the cost of capital income; 
7. Operating Income (1‒ 4 + 5); 
8. Taxes;
9. Clean the residual value (1-8).
If the company considers free cash investment, 

which actually uses the money collected to determine 
the actual balance of the cash flows.

All cash payments or losses are recorded. For 
example, the purchase of inventory or property, 
including money, real money out, but these costs 
are not. There are a number of methods for the 
calculation of cash flows:

1. Net operating income ‒ this is the real gross 
income minus all operating costs of the remaining 
income. In the form of an annual amount. 

2. The pre-tax cash flow and calculated that the 
amount of amortization payments on borrowings, a 
portion of the net operating income.

Amortization of capital used in the operating 
activities of the company in its main physical 
and moral degradation compensation purposes, 
providing cash transfers.

Depreciation is dependent on three factors:
‒ Which is the main production funds, the 

carrying value of plant and equipment;
‒ Equipment services to the planned date for the 

release of the balance sheet;
‒ The company selected the method of 

calculating the depreciation rates.
Of the final 2 makes adjustments to the value 

of the enterprise. The first one includes the cost of 
operating assets unfit for service. The other owners 
the advantages of working funds (+) loss (-).

conclusion

The income approach is one of the most 
important concepts is the income capitalization. It is 
measured in terms of potential profit opportunities 
in the value of the object, methods and collections. 
The acquisition of real property appraiser using 
the income approach measures the current value of 
future income. Stream of income during the period 
of ownership and re-capitalization ratio using the 
current value of the profit from the sale of the 
property are capitalized. Net operating income – 
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is the calculated amount of the expected annual 
net income. The sum to need to take a mortgage 
loan and a deduction of wear of depreciation and 
after removal settlement reserves of property and 
operational costs. Definitions of the net operating 
income, the basis on a property rent is supposed. For 
calculation of the operating income it is necessary 
to calculate the potential income. A single payment 
and the total size of the market in the last year 
before the date of the assessment are shown as 
other income. The obtaining the potential income 

it is supposed that you can rent and it is free. The 
appraiser needs to know that valued property is on 
the rental market during the calculating of potential 
total income. The appraiser needs to compare the 
valued property with other same objects on market 
and to amend the difference between them. The 
best method of amending is to select the relative 
pairs of leased object. If such objects are similar, 
but there is a significant change in some parts, 
amendments can be calculated on the basis of 
market information. 
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